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10 silly things we say in wisconsin discover the best of - sometimes people outside of our state think wisconsinites are
super friendly simply because of the way we say things for example the way we use the word interesting, david beckham
on instagram wow 17 years ago to this day - 1 3m likes 11 4k comments david beckham davidbeckham on instagram
wow 17 years ago to this day this happened i was lucky to meet someone who has the same drive, autistic hoya 15 things
you should never say to an autistic - the trouble is that once you see it you can t unsee it and once you ve seen it
keeping quiet saying nothing becomes as political an act as speaking out, i ve got some things to say by romelu lukaku i wanted to be the best footballer in belgian history that was my goal not good not great the best i played with so much anger
because of a lot of things because of the rats running around in our apartment because i couldn t watch the champions
league because of how the other parents used to look at me, things abusers say and do to gain power over you - the
things abusers say and do vary but there is a commonality you can count on your partner wants to feel powerful and you to
feel less than who you are, six astonishing things betsy devos said and refused to - one example she wouldn t say
guns don t belong in schools and cited a school s need to protect itself from potential grizzlies bears that is, do things that
don t scale paul graham - july 2013 one of the most common types of advice we give at y combinator is to do things that
don t scale a lot of would be founders believe that startups either take off or don t, kate beckinsale on instagram i was
called to meet harvey - 89 9k likes 3 724 comments kate beckinsale katebeckinsale on instagram i was called to meet
harvey weinstein at the savoy hotel when i was 17 i assumed it would be in a, 48 things british people say and what they
actually mean - this table highlights the british trait of being too polite to speak one s mind if the vocabulary pronunciation
and grammar weren t hard enough this table sheds light on just how difficult it can be for a foreigner to understand what the
british really mean when they re speaking, 13 things men need to know about pregnant women the - when it comes to
handling pregnant women i m no expert hell i haven t even figured out how to deal with women in general in fact i m the
antithesis of an expert, 9 things you didn t know about dating for seniors stitch - there are many misconceptions about
what dating for seniors is all about here are 9 things you didn t know about dating for seniors, 7 basic things you won t
believe you re all doing wrong - if you re like us you might sometimes have a problem with complex tasks like trying to
drive an ambulance and send a text message at the same time but hey at least most of us have figured out the simplest
things that get us through the day right except you know some of the simple things we, can things be both popular and
silenced slate star codex - i think the only solution here is to taboo your words it s not a good idea to keep trying to plug in
a new word to replace an old one it s a bit like saying this map doesn t properly depict the size and shape of texas let s fix
the problem by renaming texas louisiana, ten things you don t know about the earth bad astronomy - below are ten
facts about the earth the second in my series of ten things you don t know the first was on the milky way some things i
already knew and probably you do too some i had ideas about and had to do some research to check and others i totally
made up, reactionary philosophy in an enormous planet sized - i have heard the following from a bunch of people one
of whom was me six months ago i keep on reading all these posts by really smart people who identify as reactionaries and i
don t have any idea what s going on, onpolitics usa today s politics blog - sanchez announces bid for democratic
leadership post if the american people instill their trust in house democrats we must show them that we are ready to lead on
the first day she wrote, i did these things as a kid but my kids won t crappy - i think about my own childhood now that i
m a parent often of course i do it is my primary frame of reference in all things childhoody there are things i did that my kids
will never do, trusting god when you don t understand top 4 things to - trusting god when you don t understand can be
hard and difficult especially when your faith is tested here are four important things to remember, how to start a startup march 2005 this essay is derived from a talk at the harvard computer society you need three things to create a successful
startup to start with good people to make something customers actually want and to spend as little money as possible, latex
condoms are the worst why after all these years - the odds of contracting hiv from a single act of unprotected anal sex
are extremely low experts put the risk below 1 in 100 i couldn t believe it resnic says today, the four most important things
in life rethinking truth - dear reader please sit down relax and take a deep breath now ask yourself the question of
questions what are the most important things in life think about that for a moment and then start reading, nothing is perfect
things about portland that suck - i couldn t agree more i am in the medical profession and i have never encountered so
many people who are myopic and ignorant interestingly enough they make fun of me because i am from south, 18 real
things donald trump has actually said about women - the most difficult aspect of the prenuptial agreement is informing

your future wife or husband i love you very much but just in case things don t work out this is what you will get in the divorce,
fathers you can t afford a stay at home mom we are glory - i am a stay at home mother of 4 sons ages 15 13 6 and 4
our little one is a medically fragile child which adds several titles to the list of things this momma does but we would not
change it for the world, exploratory testing 3 0 satisfice inc - authors note others have already made the point we make
here that exploratory testing ought to be called testing in fact michael said that about tests in 2009 and james wrote a blog
post in 2010 that seems to say that about testers aaron hodder said it quite directly in 2011 and so did, 18 things every 18
year old should know bold and determined - i don t think victor is talking about india which is a disgusting country were
women actually are discriminated and systematically fucked over, posie gets cozy rosy - the picture i took of the
strawberry moon above was actually taken in the early morning the moon was so bright the night before i couldn t even look
at it, things we couldn t say diet eman james schaap - things we couldn t say diet eman james schaap on amazon com
free shipping on qualifying offers things we couldn t say is the true story of diet eman a young dutch woman who with her
fiance
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